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Piano-K is an exciting new self-teaching game-book for children which does not require any

previous music skills and the only one that integrates colors and figures into the score, and their

matching stickers on the keyboard. The colorful animals' stickers allow kids to associate the notes

on the keyboard with their places and names in the score without realizing that they are learning to

read music. There are three levels of proficiency. In the second level, the left hand is introduced and

another set of stickers broadens the keyboard area played. Over-sized 11 x 17 inches. For EXTRA

STICKERS email: learn at piano-k.com. Spanish edition is also available.
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I bought this to begin teaching my 3 yr old granddaughter piano. It is super easy to teach and has all

of her favorite songs. Because she is familiar with the songs, it's easier for her to comprehend

timing. Matching the notes in the book with the keyboard is super easy with the animals. She's

learning to read music without realizing it. We will stay on this book until she's mastered it and then

move up to the next one. It's a great system to get little ones familiar with how you make music by

hitting the right notes. It's very exciting for her, because when she plays it correctly, she has a huge

sense of pride!

I wanted my 8 year old granddaughter to take piano lessons, but my very affluent daughter said

lessons are too expensive. When I came across this system that claimed to be "self-teaching", I

thought it would be perfect for my very bright granddaughter and her 9 year old brother. I also got

Book 1 for my 4 year old granddaughter. The 8 and 9 year olds are playing songs without any adult



assistance and are having fun which was my main goal. The 4 year old is not as interested but I

think will develop more interest as she matures. The song choices are wonderful, all the songs I

sang with them from infancy, and songs that are in their memories to help them play. I'm so happy

to have found this book!

I was sitting at the computer, when I heard my two year old daughter saying "kitty cat, kitty cat,

giraffe", and trying to press the keys in the order they are on the bar. This is a great book to get her

comfortable with sitting at the piano and understanding what keys, notes and timing are.

My Granddaughter is just 2 years old and this is a perfect introduction to the piano and reading

notes. Looking forward to working with her more.

I love this. I don't think it's the best way to teach a kid for those who are really serious about piano,

but my 5 year old loved it and loves that he can play songs and I didn't even have to do anything to

teach him (which is good since I don't play piano!)- he just learned the songs easily from the book.

We plan to get him real lessons in a year or so, but we need to save up for that and for now this

satisfied his desire to learn piano without costing us a fortune in teacher's fees.

I bought this book to accompany a keyboard I bought for my 3 year old grandson. It is great quality

and beautifully done. It is an excellent book to begin and then there are 2 more to follow this one.

I'm so excited to watch his enthusiasm for piano grow with his ability to play familiar songs. It is so

adorable to watch him play and sing the familiar songs. It comes with stickers for the keys with

animals that match the animals on the notes in the book.

I am not a musician, nor can I read notes, or play an instrument. However, my 10-year-old

granddaughter wants to learn. So, I bought a folding electronic digital keyboard piano and THIS

Piano-K self-teaching book 1, and now book 2. She IS able to teach herself how to play and so

excited and proud to perform her new pieces for me! I am way impressed!

My seven-year old son could play the entire first book within a couple of weeks, which happily is

composed of popular nursery tunes he knows, so he can self-correct when his playing doesn't

sound right.He started with an instructor last week, who was impressed with his high level of

commitment and interest - which I attribute to these books! Enjoying an early success at playing



whole songs has been inspirational and fun for him, and he wants to keep learning.My own

childhood experience with beginner piano books was so deadly dull that I gave up quickly, but this

one, heck, even I play it too.You do have to slightly 'deface' your keyboard with stickers, but they'll

peel off later, and they are the really essential part, since they teach the keys by visual association

(C note is a cat face, D is a dog, E is elephant, etc) and the key labels match the note signatures

visually. No need to start memorizing note placement until child is already playing successfully, and

then it comes naturally at that point. The notes are also numbered to show which finger (1-5) should

be playing the note.Can't recommend enough. The Level One book teaches the right hand, treble

clef, and no black keys, with basic time signatures. The Level Two book adds the left hand and bass

clef, with some black keys and additional theory. After these two books, children will be able to

transition easily into more complicated lesson series.
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